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WHAT  WE DO

Search  Engine Optimization

Social Media Marketing 

Retargeting

Pay-Per-Click

Search Engine Optimization (abbreviated by SEO) is the pro-

cess of designing, writing, coding, programming, and script-

ing your entire website so that to improve the chance that 

your web pages will appear at the top of search engine que-

ries for your selected keywords.

We believe that current and former tenants can have a big 

influence when advising friends and family about where they 

should store their belongings. By actively targeting customers 

via social media we help to ensure your facility is visible to a 

wider audience

By utilizing retargeting ads you can be sure that potential 

customers who have visited your site are reminded time and 

time again to rent a unit as they browse the internet. Retar-

geting helps turn site visitors into tenants.

Pay-per-click is the go to source to ensuring visibility when 

your facility isn’t ranking #1 in the organics. SEO isn’t an over-

night process, ensure visitors by utilizing pay-per-click mar-

keting campaigns.
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OUR  SERVICES

SEO is an acronym for “search engine optimi-

zation” or “search engine optimizer.” Deciding 

to hire a company for SEO is a big decision 

that can potentially improve your site and 

save time. Make sure to research the potential 

advantages as well as the damage that an 

irresponsible SEO can do to your site. Having 

an SEO company that understands the stor-

age industry is crucial for success. They can 

ensure that the content delivered to the web 

is industry specific and relevant to your tar-

getted audience.

Keyword Research

Competitive Analysis

Link Building

Website optimization

Services and Content

Development/Copywriting

Online Public Relations/

Press Release Optimization

Local Search Optimization

Video SEO

Web Marketing Analytics

Reporting

Retargeting

Adwords Management

Social Media
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Keyword Research 
Our search engine marketing services start with identifying the keywords your prospec-

tive tenants use when they are looking for storage. It is a crucial step of the optimization 

process. You have to reach the right audience to generate a high return on investment. 

We can help you choose the best keywords based on search frequency and relevance to 

your website. Carefully targeting your campaign from the start will lead to greater suc-

cess down the road.

Competitive Analysis 
The Internet is an extremely competitive marketplace. There are other storage facili-

ties targeting your keywords and reaching your potential customers. Analyzing your 

competition’s online strengths and weaknesses can reveal opportunities for you. Our 

professional search engine optimization team will take an in-depth look at the competi-

tive marketplace for your chosen keywords and help you develop the strategies to reach 

the top and stay there.

Link Building 
Building relevant links from other websites is an intricate process. We employ a wide 

range of methods and techniques to attract valuable links, and the right links, to build 

your rankings. We work to build a well-rounded link portfolio that includes many kinds 

of links and opportunities to help you compete. Relevant, high-quality links are one of 

the most important factors in determining how well a website will rank in the search 

engines. 

Website Optimization Services & Content Development/
Copywriting
A winning content strategy is extremely important to online success. Search en-

gines index new and unique content, which means there is a lot of SEO value to 

optimize your Web copy. However, the final product needs to be more than just 

content for search engines. Good copywriting will not only help to increase your 

rankings, but aids in converting your visitors to paying customers. Our writers 

produce professional, unique content that delivers a clear and optimized market-

ing message to both search engines and users.

QuikStor will review your site history in google analytics to obtain this information as 

well as track it in the future. It is important for a facility to know how their customers are 

finding them whether that be via an online ad, social media, word of mouth, etc. 
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Online Public Relations/Press Release Optimization
Newsworthy items can spread extremely fast over the Internet, and you can easi-

ly target the audience that is interested in your message. Online PR is an efficient 

and less expensive route than traditional public relations. Online press releases 

also add SEO and website optimization benefits by sending traffic and links back 

to your site. We can help you announce new developments in your company and 

make the most of the SEO and PR benefits.

Retargeting  
With the development and recent improvements of smart phones, mobile search engine 

usage is increasing in popularity. Retargeting is a unique strategy that ensures that pro-

spective tenants who have visited your site but not rented are reminded of your move-

in specials as they browse other sites on the web.

Adwords Management 
Google adwords are important to businesses to ensure their facility remains visible to 

prospective tenants even when they have not achieved first page ranking in the organic 

search or maps. QuikStor SEO offers adwords management ensuring your facility is us-

ing keywords specific to each facility and getting results. 

Local Search Optimization
A local search typically includes a location modifier on a keyword and is used by cus-

tomers seeking storage in their area. When these types of searches are performed, the 

search engines will often pull a geographic map of local business listings with important 

contact and directional information. QuikStor SEO will help you optimize your local busi-

ness listings for these geographically focused searches. Local search advertising specifi-

cally targets local consumers ready to buy a certain product or service.

Social Media
QuikStor SEO utilizes social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus, and 

YouTube to promote your facility.  Online reviews such as Yelp and Google are also moni-

tored. Tenants are more likely to rent from a facility recommended by friends and family. 

Don’t understimate the power of social media!
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Video SEO
Modern search engine optimization can include a range of multimedia strategies to 

build rankings and drive traffic to your site. Search engines provide video results on 

related keywords. We will help you develop a multimedia campaign that complements 

your SEO efforts and allows you to reach a broader audience by optimizing videos for 

search. Videos can be produced and edited by the facility manager. We also offer profes-

sional video editing services for a nominal fee.

Web Marketing Analysis
Search marketing campaigns should be closely and regularly analyzed. QuikStor will set 

up analytics reporting on your site and then offer professional consultation and recom-

mendations on how to take advantage of the data. We examine all the relevant metrics 

and data related to your site visitors to determine what keywords and search engines 

are driving the most traffic, and what changes need to be made to your site to increase 

relevant traffic and conversions.

Reporting
At QuikStor, we believe in being completely accountable to our clients. We provide a 

detailed account of your website’s key performance indicators so you can easily see the 

improvements made from our efforts.



PHONE
1-800-321-1987
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sales@quikstor.com

WEB
quikstor.com
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6613 Valjean Ave
Van Nuys, CA 91406


